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Players in FIFA 22 represent the future of FIFA, with cutting-edge visual effects and gameplay, and unique potential for new fans and players to enjoy FIFA on a bigger, deeper and more immersive level than ever before. This new generation of FIFA gives you the most realistic, balanced, believable and diverse gameplay possible. The world’s best players are all
present in FIFA 22, including a new FIFA World Cup star in Zinedine Zidane, and UEFA Champions League favourites like Barcelona’s Lionel Messi and Inter Milan’s new signing Ivan Perisic. FIFA 22 is a wholly new, truly immersive football game experience with three game-changer features: Football in Motion Real-life player data is used to create an authentic

football experience: players no longer stand still as they run and move in 3D based on player movements and forces on the ball. There are many innovative new ways to control players in FIFA 22, including new dribbling controls that integrate movement and forces on the ball, new reactive dribbling animations, and player collision systems that respond to player
actions and changes in the ball’s spin. Because of this, FIFA 22 is the most authentic football game available on any platform. Cutting-edge Visuals New visual quality settings provide a leap forward in realism and immersion: 16x enhanced resolution and True-Life visuals enable players to see every foot, every body part and every reaction on the pitch. Natural In-

Game Movement Anticipate where players will be for the next pass in real time – no more standing still and guessing. Players can even be in motion but still perform physics-based animations, and alter their speed depending on the speed of the game and player facing. Dynamic Interactions The results of player actions are noticeable and clear, with players
playing to a new level of realism and physicality in cutscenes, gameplay and highlights. Players fight for the ball, and can even collide with other players. Intelligent AI Technology AI is made more intelligent: team strategy is much improved and more tactical and intelligent, and players can even learn complex rival tactics and strategies to better their own game.

Improvements made to AI across the board makes for a greater and more diverse variety of tactics in the game, and a more challenging challenge for all players. Wider Football
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Fifa 22 Features Key:

Live the dream! You are now a club owner, building your team to go wild in true Ultimate Team fashion. Play with the video cards as you choose a stadium, kits, and team name – customize every detail of your ultimate team! You can even win trophies in the new Leagues mode as you get the chance to play for some of the biggest clubs in the world.
Play as a real world player. For the first time in the franchise, play like a real world footballer! In FIFA 22, you have full control over the ball. Now, as you search for that extra yard, less is more. You have the ability to dribble, pass and shoot with your full-body like never before. You’ll even be able to conduct a drill from an authentic training session.
Create your own legend. Take over the most difficult of tasks as you attempt to become the ultimate soccer manager. Manage your entire match and create strategy like never before. Your creation could be the greatest manager to ever guide the field of FIFA.
Featuring full 360-degree gameplay captured in 2018, provide a truly unique FIFA experience. The game leverages the new iteration of gameplay generated by EA SPORTS™ FrostbiteTM and gives players the ability to experience the game in complete freedom.
Capture your greatest moments and share them with family and friends. You can capture real-world actions using the EA SPORTS DNA – an original motion and ball physics engine that allows you to interact in the middle of the action. Embed unique licenses and logos with personalized messages to create a truly memorable experience. You can even
record your videogame play sessions using your own footage.
This year, we wanted to have a face of the game that made it look real.
Experience an incredible game-modes: Leagues and Cups are very different from Contenders. Leagues and Cups has different set of teams and better rewards. Leagues and Cups also have game-modes where you can compete with every player in the world.
New Socca-Ball. The ball is now longer and sleek compared to how it was in FIFA 19.
Beautiful updated stadiums, authentic commentary, up-to-the-minute stadiums, improved 3D graphics, 5 Kicks, more authentic foot feel, and vastly improved player animations. This year, we took time to customize every 
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• FIFA is the world's leading videogame franchise, and the most popular sports gaming franchise on the planet. Over 50 million players in over 200 countries can't be wrong. • FIFA 20 is the most popular year in the history of the franchise. FIFA Football is the most successful sports videogame franchise of all time. • FIFA 20 is the most popular videogame
of all time – the highest rated videogame in the PlayStation® 4 portfolio, the most number one-selling videogame in the UK, and the bestselling PlayStation®4 videogame of all time. The Power of Football FIFA is authentic football. The world's players, the coaches, the stadiums, the boots, the balls and the uniforms all look and feel real. Exclusive Artificial
Intelligence Engine The world's greatest footballers inhabit the game world; they perform in ways that look and feel identical to what we all expect from the real athletes. First Person View Take on the role of any player on the pitch with a fully realized contextual experience as you dribble down the touchline, go on aerial dribbles or score a goal. Fully
immerse yourself in the experience of being on the pitch with your team. Real Teammate Ratings FIFA is a game about teamwork – defending together is great, but even more so it's about scoring goals together. Real players make the choices you'd expect real players to make, and you can feel the effects of those choices in play. PlayStation 4 Pro
Enhancements FIFA 20 is now even more fun for PlayStation®4 Pro owners, with the addition of increased video quality, depth of field and dynamic range on captured media, expanded lighting on stadium surfaces, and enhanced hair, skin and eyes for Player Position customization. FIFA Official Broadcast FIFA 20 offers the most complete and authentic
broadcast coverage of any game in the FIFA franchise – in real time, even, live broadcasts, game highlights, and live commentary in 90 languages are all available on demand. FIFA 20 delivers the most authentic and cinematic stories in all game modes. FIFA 20 delivers the most authentic and cinematic stories in all game modes. Storylines Play through
the most expansive stories in history of the FIFA franchise, featuring every World Cup™, every Champions League™, every Club World Cup™, and every Olympics™ competition. Touch bc9d6d6daa
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For the first time in the franchise, the Ultimate Team mode allows you to build the perfect team of players from the FIFA World Cup stars from each region, customise your team, then use the unrivalled power of EA SPORTS FIFA to face off against your friends and the world. EA SPORTS FUT Champions League – Champion your club in the UEFA Champions League
by playing against the best clubs in Europe in the EA SPORTS FUT Champions League. New Features Local WiFi Local WiFi allows you to play FIFA online with someone over WiFi on the same machine. You can also invite players to form a local WiFi group, to play local multiplayer or in group online matches against your friends or the world. Kit Collectible Storage
The kit collectible storage allows you to access a growing library of over 1000 outfits, team colors and player hairstyles. Any recent match you’ve played will earn you football gear when you unlock it. Matchday Motion Graphics Matchday Motion Graphics adds a whole new dimension to the already breathtaking FMGs. Instead of watching players on a TV screen,
get up close and personal with the game and experience all the drama and excitement of an official game day. Inspired by the Real Madrid vs. Barcelona match from the UEFA Champions League, EA SPORTS FIFA introduces 15 new FMG sequences during this season’s UEFA Champions League. FIFA Challenge FIFA Challenge takes the FIFA franchise into the
future, delivering the most authentic, interactive and social experience ever in a FIFA game. Play any and all modes and seasons of the game online via Facebook, providing everyone in your friends’ list with instant access to every FIFA and EA SPORTS FIFA content and features. EA SPORTS FUT Champions League Champion your club in the UEFA Champions
League by playing against the best clubs in Europe in the EA SPORTS FUT Champions League. Win a place in the FIFA Club World Cup, and take your team all the way to the glory of the FIFA Club World Cup. Real Feel Control The best athletes in the world come to life with unprecedented realism and vitality. Activate new dribble moves, perform free kicks, and
strike from distance using a host of tools found only in the FIFA franchise. Launch Quickplay improvements With a host of adjustments, FIFA is built from the ground up to provide a fresh new game experience by delivering a smoother, faster game with faster reaction times. New Ball Physics The best athletes in the world come to life
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What's new:

Formation Select – the new Create-a-Coach system lets you easily set up your formation.
Open the Unite-a-Player window and choose the formation you want to use – you can even switch between default and in-play formations for your run of play.
Use FUT's new-found Formation Select to fine-tune to a formation before unleashing your imagination.
Dynamic Timing – Timing is what separates the players from the spectators. In Fifa 22 we want to push the boundaries of what we already know about sports timing by using new technologies.

Dynamic timing takes account of the behaviour of the players, the defender and the attacker when challenged with a free kick in each situation. Move, swerve, reverse or score and we find out who’s going to get the honour!
In-Stadium Screen.

Personalise your in-game experience right inside the stadiums on the biggest mobile screen in the game. We thought it was time FIFA brought our immersive experience to the Stadium.
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FIFA is a global phenomenon and the best-selling sports series of all time, with over 100 million licensed players. FIFA is created by EA SPORTS, the leader in sports video games, and is available in over 80 countries. Powered by Football FIFA 22 is more powered by Football than ever before. The new momentum-based passing system, Player Traits, Tactical
Defending and Defensive Maneuvering introduce exciting new ways to play and create a tactical advantage, while innovative contextual notifications bring gameplay to life. New gameplay tools enable the player to make individual and collective tactical decisions and make every match and every moment in the game come alive. New Features El Chupacabra
Fans will have to watch out for the El Chupacabra, a giant anteater that lives in Argentina. Extra Time and Overtime When an extra 30 seconds are available to play, playmaker can now set up an attack and stretch the play before the opposition can make a change. Player Traits New Player Trait for Goalkeepers enables goalkeepers to play off the ball and receive
passes by running to balls pushed by defenders. A Goalkeeper's speed and mobility is boosted, giving them a fast forward pass. Defensive Manager Mode Take control of your team on the field to lead them to the title with new Defensive Manager Mode. Manage every play, use tactics and formations, and manage all eleven of your players to take down your
opposition. FIFA Ultimate Team New Squad Tricks: Double Stamina, Double Speed A brand new Squad Tricks feature allows you to unlock more endurance, physical power and movement speed in Ultimate Team. New Game Modes Dominate Mode Play to Win or Survival Mode – Regular Season Dominate Mode: Play for yourself and dominate a regular season,
play against your friends and family, or dive into the new Domination online mode to test your skills in an invitational league for up to 128 players. Domination Online Dominate online. Play for yourself and other players on the global leaderboards. If you complete a match successfully, you earn points. Points are used to join in Domination leagues against friends,
family, and the world. Domination Survival Survival. Play up to 30 single matches in a mode where only one player is guaranteed to stay in
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System Requirements For Fifa 22:

OS: Windows 7/8/8.1/10 CPU: Intel Core i5-2500K 3.30 GHz/AMD Phenom II X4 940 3.60 GHz Memory: 8 GB RAM Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 650 Ti 4GB/AMD HD 7770 3GB/NVIDIA GTX 750 Ti 2GB/AMD HD 7870 2GB DirectX: 11.1 Storage: 25 GB available space Sound Card: DirectX 11 compatible sound card Input Devices: Keyboard, mouse
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